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In Khot et al.’s interesting recent paper in the British 
Journal of Radiology,1 they describe breath- hold du-
rations of 36 s with maximum inspirations of air as 
“prolonged breath- holding”. Breath- holding is indeed 
increasingly applied to mitigate the effects of respiratory 
motion, both in radiology to improve the imaging and in 
radiotherapy to decrease the margins. In breast cancer 
radiotherapy,2 it is also used to expand the lung volume 
to avoid irradiation of the heart. Here, the breath- holds 
with air are described as multiple (5–10), “short” breath- 
holds (20–30 s) and are sometimes called deep inspirato-
ry breath- holds.

For radiotherapy, we have demonstrated the feasibility 
of 60 s breath- holds of air to immobilize the pancreas.3 
Furthermore, we have also developed techniques 
involving preoxygenation and hypocapnia to enable 
breast cancer patients to achieve safely “prolonged” 
breath- holds (>5 min),4 and for healthy volunteers to 

perform multiple “prolonged” breath- holds (nine succes-
sive breath- holds of >4 min).5

The descriptions of “short” and “prolonged” breath- holds 
are becoming increasingly confusing. It seems therefore 
important to adopt consistent terminology for medical 
imaging and radiotherapy.

We propose that breath- holds achieved with air (dura-
tions typically less than 1 min and best measured in the 
order of seconds) are described as “short”.1–3 Whereas 
breath- holds achieved with preoxygenation and hypo-
capnia (durations best measured in the order of minutes) 
are described as “prolonged”.4,5
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Reply to letter to the editor

We would like to thank Dr. Parkes and colleagues for their 
thoughtful remarks. The use of terms like “short” and “prolonged” 
breath- holding is certainly context- dependent. In the context of 
clinical imaging and for an average patient with possible comor-
bidities such as obesity, lung disease or heart failure a 30 s breath- 
hold is probably near the achievable maximum, especially if 
repeated breath- holds are required during the dynamic phase of 
a liver MRI. Most clinical MRI protocols therefore limit breath- 

holding to 15–20 s. In the context of radiation therapy, Dr. Parkes 
et al have done some fascinating research with preoxygenation 
and hypocapnia to achieve ultra- long breath- holds up to several 
minutes, so 30 s can indeed be considered “short”.

We believe that the context and focus of our paper, while exper-
imental in design, is closer to clinical everyday imaging than 
experimental radiation therapy and while acknowledging the 
validity of the author’s general argument, we consider the terms 
used to describe the length of our breath holds appropriate.
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